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Focus On: 100 Most Popular English Male
Comedians

2022-01-25

this book proposes the idea of interstitial space as a theoretical
framework to describe and understand the implications of in between
lands in urban studies and their profound transformative effects in
cities and their urban character the analysis of the interstitial spaces is
structured into four themes the conceptual grounds of interstitial
spaces the nature of interstices the geographical scale of interstices and
the relationality of interstices the empirical section of the book
introduces seven cases that illustrate the varied nature of interstitiality
to finally discuss its implications in the broader field of urban studies
reflections upon further lines of enquiry and theories of urbanisation
urban sprawl and cities are highlighted in the conclusion chapter this
is the ideal text for scholars of urban planning strategic spatial
planning landscape planning urban design architecture and other
cognate disciplines as well as advanced students in these fields

Focus On: 100 Most Popular American
Romantic Drama Films

2017-07-05

kurds are the largest stateless people in the world an estimated thirty
two million kurds live in kurdistan which includes parts of turkey
iraq syria and iran today s hot spots in the middle east the kurdish



spring explores the subjugation of kurds by arab ottoman and persian
powers for almost a century and explains why kurds are now
evolving from a victimized people to a coherent political community
david l phillips describes kurdish rebellions and arbitrary divisions in
the last century chronicling the nadir of kurdish experience in the
1980s he discusses draconian measures implemented by iraq including
use of chemical weapons turkey s restrictions on political and cultural
rights denial of citizenship and punishment for expressing kurdish
identity in syria and repressive rule in iran phillips forecasts the
collapse and fragmentation of iraq he argues that us strategic and
security interests are advanced through cooperation with kurds as a
bulwark against isis and islamic extremism this work will encourage
the public to look critically at the post colonial period recognizing the
injustice and impracticality of states that were created by great powers
and offering a new perspective on sovereignty and statehood

The Interstitial Spaces of Urban Sprawl

2018-03-09

enquires into the ways in which food and its production and
consumption are enmeshed in aspects of human existence and society
taking india and its interaction with food as its focal point

The Kurdish Spring

2017

this story is of my unexpected life experience and my journey of non
hodgkin t cell lymphoma which resulted in the subsequent



amputation of my left foot and covers my progress over five hospitals
plus my chemotherapy treatment and my rehabilitation with
prosthetics along with my life after hospital

Eminent Grewals

2015-05-22

globalisation has long historical roots in south asia but economic
liberalisation has led to uniquely rapid urban growth in south asia
during the past decade this book brings together a multidisciplinary
collection of chapters on contemporary and historical themes
explaining this recent explosive growth and transformations on going
in the cities of this region the essays in this volume attempt to shed
light on the historical roots of these cities and the traditions that are
increasingly placed under strain by modernity as well as exploring
the lived experience of a new generation of city dwellers and their
indelible impact on those who live at the city s margins the book
discusses that previously cities such as mumbai grew by accumulating
a vast hinterland of slum dwellers who depressed wages and supplied
cheap labour to the city s industrial economy however it goes on to
show that the new growth of cities such as bangalore hyderabad and
madras in south india or delhi and calcutta in the north of india is
more capital intensive export driven and oriented towards the
information technology and service sectors the book explains that
these cities have attracted a new elite of young educated workers
with money to spend and an outlook on life that is often a complex
mix of modern ideas and conservative tradition it goes on to cover
topics such as the politics of town planning consumer culture and the



struggles among multiple identities in the city by tracing the
genealogies of cities it gives a useful insight into the historical
conditioning that determines how cities negotiate new changes and
influences there will soon be more mega cities in south asia than
anywhere else in the world and this book provides an in depth
analysis of this growth it will be of interest to students and scholars of
south asian history politics and anthropology as well as those working
in the fields of urbanisation and globalisation

Farm to Fingers

2015-10-08

nominated for three academy awards in 1974 including best picture
and best sound francis ford coppola s the conversation is regarded as
the archetypal achievement in weaving together a balanced blend of
dialogue cinematography sound effects and music for the film
composer david shire created a score that challenged preconceptions of
the music s function within film featuring a jazz infused piano score
with pioneering excursions into electroacoustic techniques shire s
music provides depth and meaning to the soundtrack by establishing a
musical narrative metaphorical correlation that traces the main
character s psychological journey in david shire s the conversation a
film score guide juan chattah draws on extensive interviews with the
composer and includes numerous examples from his manuscripts to
provide aesthetic and critical insights into the compositional process
the book fleshes out a multifaceted framework that reveals layers of
meaning that permeate the score delving into david shire s life and
musical upbringing to trace the development of his compositional



techniques the author also investigates the film s critical and historical
contexts and ultimately presents a detailed analysis of the complete
soundtrack to the film proposing an innovative analytical
methodology that intersects semiotics and cognitive psychology this
volume offers a unique insight into the film and its music as such
david shire s the conversation a film scoreguide will be of interest to
film scholars music scholars and fans of the composer s work

My True-Life Story of Non-Hodgkin
Lymphoma plus Amputation

2016-07-15

this book examines religious education re in over ten countries
including australia indonesia mali russia uk ireland usa and canada
investigating re from a global and multi interdisciplinary perspective
it presents research on the diverse past present and possible future
forms of re in doing so it enhances public and professional
understanding of the complex issues and debates surrounding re in
the wider world the volume emphasizes a student centred approach
viewing any kind of re or its absence as a formative lived experience
for pupils it stresses a bottom up sociological and ethnographic
anthropological research based approach to the study of re rather than
the top down approaches which often start from prescriptive legal
ideological or religious standpoints the twelve chapters in this volume
regard re as an entity that has multiple and contested meanings and
interpretations that are constantly negotiated for some re means
religious nurturing either tailored to parental views or meant to
inculcate a uniform religiosity for others re means learning about the



many religious and non religious world views and secular ethics that
exist not promoting one religion or another some seek to avoid the
ambiguous term religious education replacing it with terms such as
education about religions and beliefs or the religious dimension of
intercultural education

Cities in South Asia

2022-01-26
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David Shire's The Conversation

2015-03-11

following on author peter rollins motto if it isn t popular it isn t
culture this collection of new essays considers vince gilligan s award
winning television series breaking bad as a landmark of western
culture comparable to the works of shakespeare and dickens in their
time that merits scholarly attention from those who would understand
early the 21st century zeitgeist the essayists explore the series as a



critique of american concepts of masculinity with walter white
discussed as a father archetype provider protector author of a legacy
and as a machiavellian warrior on the capitalist battleground other
topics include the mutual exclusivity of intellect and masculinity in
american culture and the dramatic irony as white s rationales for his
criminal life are gradually revealed as a lie in round table chapters
contributors discuss the show s reception fans who root for team walt
skyler hating and breaking bad as a feminist text

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Actresses in Hindi
Cinema

2016-12-01

the vision of two young scientists massey university was established
in 1928 to bring science to new zealand s role as britain s farm massey
has since become new zealand s national and a global university with
almost 140 000 alumni spread across 140 different nations this candid
history looks at the university as it weathered war funding crises risk
taking expansion and conflict with the government s plans for new
zealand s tertiary sector written by distinguished historianprofessor
michael belgrave this is a lively look at how an agricultural college
grew up to become a leading intellectual centre of excellence

Religious Education in a Global-Local World

2016-10-04

the last two years have witnessed deterioration in the global security



situation characterised by increasing tensions among major powers the
threat perceptions of the us china and russia vis à vis each other have
sharpened there is stiff competition among them to dominate the
strategic space in different parts of the world this has led them to
formulate national security strategies which are more assertive
aggressive and competitive there is lack of consensus in resolution of
conflicts in afghanistan and syria there is no concerted effort in
meeting the challenge of the islamic state it is in this fractured
security environment that india has been making special efforts to
project itself as a leading power commensurate with its economic and
military potential this fifteenth volume of india s national security
annual review undertakes an incisive analysis of india s endeavours to
maximise its gains with respect to its strategic partners the volume
also focuses on the new dynamism that india has injected in its
relations with countries in the middle east and the asia pacific india s
threat perceptions in its extended security zone critical aspects of its
strategic preparedness and complex issues regarding its internal
security have been thoroughly examined with contributions from
experts from the fields of diplomacy academia and civil and military
services the book will be one of the most dependable sources of
analyses for scholars of international relations foreign policy defence
and strategic studies and political science and practitioners alike

�����

2020-02-29

this book explores the potential of the internet for enabling new and
flexible political participation modes it meticulously illustrates how



the internet is responsible for citizens participation practices from
being general high threshold temporally constricted and dependent
on physical presence to being topic centered low threshold temporally
discontinuous and independent from physical presence with its
ethnographic focus on icelandic and german online participation tools
betri reykjavík and liquidfriesland the book offers plentiful advice for
citizens programmers politicians and administrations alike on how to
get the most out of online participation formats

Masculinity in Breaking Bad

2018-06-18

reservoir quality is studied using a wide range of similar techniques
in both sandstones and carbonates sandstone and carbonate reservoir
quality both benefit from the study of modern analogues and
experiments but modelling approaches are currently quite different
for these two types of reservoirs there are many common controls on
sandstone and carbonate reservoir quality but also distinct differences
due primarily to mineralogy numerous controversies remain
including the question of oil inhibition the key control on pressure
solution and geochemical flux of material to or from reservoirs this
collection of papers contains case study based examples of sandstone
and carbonate reservoir quality prediction as well as modern analogue
outcrop analogue modelling and advanced analytical approaches

From Empire's Servant to Global Citizen

2020-11-22



this edited volume provides both a broad overview of cooperation
patterns in the unfccc climate change negotiations and an in depth
analysis of specific coalitions and their relations over the course of
three parts this book maps out and takes stock of patterns of
cooperation in the climate change negotiations since their inception in
1995 in part i the authors focus on the evolution of coalitions over time
examining why these emerged and how they function part ii drills
deeper into a set of coalitions particularly new political groups that
have emerged in the last rounds of negotiations around the
copenhagen accord and the paris agreement finally part iii explores
common themes and open questions in coalition research and provides
a comprehensive overview of coalitions in the climate change
negotiations by taking a broad approach to the study of coalitions in the
climate change negotiations this volume is an essential reference
source for researchers students and negotiators with an interest in the
dynamics of climate negotiations

India's National Security

2017-05-15

a comprehensive analysis of how the yugoslav successor states have
coped with the challenges of building democracy since 1990

Political Participation in the Digital Age

2021-11-02

a comparative global history of mennonites from the ground up
winner of the wallace k ferguson prize by the canadian historical



association nominee of the margaret mcwilliams award by the
manitoba historical society mennonite farmers can be found in dozens
of countries spanning five continents in this comparative world scale
environmental history royden loewen draws on a multi year study of
seven geographically distinctive anabaptist communities around the
world focusing on mennonite farmers in bolivia canada indonesia the
netherlands russia the united states and zimbabwe these farmers who
include amish brethren in christ and siberian baptists till the land in
starkly distinctive climates they absorb very disparate societal lessons
while being shaped by particular faith outlooks historical memory and
the natural environment the book reveals the ways in which modern
day mennonite farmers have adjusted to diverse temperatures
precipitation soil types and relative degrees of climate change these
farmers have faced broad global forces of modernization during the
twentieth and early twenty first centuries from commodity markets
and intrusive governments to technologies marked increasingly by
the mechanical chemical and genetic based on more than 150
interviews and close textual analysis of memoirs newspapers and
sermons the narrative follows among others zandile nyandeni of
matopo as she hoes the spring fed soils of matabeleland s semi arid
savannah vladimir friesen of apollonovka siberia who no longer heeds
the dictates of industrial time of the soviet era state farm and abram
enns of riva palacio bolivia who tells how he a horse and buggy
traditionalist hired bulldozers to clear cut a farm in the eastern
lowland forests to grow soybeans initially leading to dust bowl
conditions as mennonites loewen writes these farmers were raised
with knowledge of the historic anabaptist teachings on community
simplicity and peace that stood alongside ideas on place and
sustainability nonetheless conditioned by gender class ethnicity race



and local values they put their agricultural ideas into practice in
remarkably diverse ways mennonite farmers is a pioneering work
that brings faith into conversation with the land in distinctive ways

Reservoir Quality of Clastic and Carbonate
Rocks

2015-05-14

conflicts in africa asia and latin america have become a common focus
of advocacy by western celebrities and ngos this provocative volume
delves into the realities of these efforts which have often involved
compromising on integrity in pursuit of profile and influence
examining the methods used by western advocates how they relate to
campaigns in the countries concerned and their impact expert authors
evaluate the successes and failures of past advocacy campaigns and
offer constructive criticism of current efforts taking in a range of high
profile case studies including campaigns for democracy in burma and
latin america for the rights of palestinians in gaza and opposing the
lord s resistance army in uganda the authors challenge the
assumptions set forth by advocacy organizations

Coalitions in the Climate Change Negotiations

2017-07-14

the routledge handbook of gender and environment gathers together
state of the art theoretical reflections and empirical research from
leading researchers and practitioners working in this transdisciplinary



and transnational academic field over the course of the book these
contributors provide critical analyses of the gender dimensions of a
wide range of timely and challenging topics from sustainable
development and climate change politics to queer ecology and
interspecies ethics in the so called anthropocene presenting a
comprehensive overview of the development of the field from early
political critiques of the male domination of women and nature in the
1980s to the sophisticated intersectional and inclusive analyses of the
present the volume is divided into four parts part i foundations part ii
approaches part iii politics policy and practice part iv futures
comprising chapters written by forty contributors with different
perspectives and working in a wide range of research contexts around
the world this handbook will serve as a vital resource for scholars
students and practitioners in environmental studies gender studies
human geography and the environmental humanities and social
sciences more broadly

Building Democracy in the Yugoslav
Successor States

2015-03-03

since the second world war states have increasingly relied upon
economic sanctions programs in lieu of military action to exert
pressure and generally to fill the awkward gap between verbal
denunciation and action whether or not sanctions are effective
remains a point of contention among policymakers frequently asked
questions include whether any legal order constrains the use of
sanctions and if so what the limits on the use of sanctions are this



volume gathers contributions from leading experts in various relevant
fields providing a seminal study on the limits of economic sanctions
under international law including accountability mechanisms when
sanctioning states go too far where there are gaps in the law the
authors provide novel and important contributions as to how existing
legal structures can be used to ensure that economic sanctions remain
within an accepted legal order this book is a most valuable
contribution to the literature in the fields of international economic
law public international law and international dispute resolution ali z
marossi is an advisory board member of the hague center for law and
arbitration marisa r bassett is associate legal officer in the office of the
prosecutor for the icty and former associate at white case llp

Mennonite Farmers

2017

introduction to state aid law and policy the definition of state aid
compatibility of aid general principles international agreements the
general block exemption regulation regional aid sme and risk finance
aid research development and innovation training and employment
aid energy and environmental protection disaster aid transport media
and communications culture heritage sport and local infrastructure
rescue and restructuring aid financial services agriculture and
fisheries supervision by the commission enforcement in the european
court enforcement in the national courts



Vadophil

2017-01-19

this book provides a comprehensive practitioner guide to the eu law
of state aid covering all relevant legislation case law and the dominant
themes shaping eu state aid policy it discusses the concept of state aid
and its development in the european union as well as practical aspects
such as procedures for notification to the european commission and
enforcement in the european court and national courts it offers
extensive coverage of specific sectors including transport and
shipbuilding media and communications energy and environmental
protection culture and heritage and agriculture the third edition is
fully updated to cover the extensive legislative changes in this area
including the new general block exemption regulation and de
minimis regulation horizontal aid guidelines and sectoral guidelines
for aviation cinemas agriculture and fisheries as well as state aid cases
in the national courts particularly the uk and recent european court
jurisprudence accessible to competition lawyers and non specialists the
book s clarity and concision make it an invaluable reference to this
area of law

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Indian Drama
Films

2016-01-02

the eruption of the anti assad revolution in syria has had many
unintended consequences among which is the opportunity it offered



sunni jihadists to establish a foothold in the heart of the middle east
that syria s ongoing civil war is so brutal and protracted has only
compounded the situation as have developments in iraq and lebanon
ranging across the battlefields and international borders have been
dozens of jihadi islamist fighting groups of which some coalesced into
significant factions such as jabhat al nusra and the islamic state this
book assesses and explains the emergence since 2011 of sunni jihadist
organizations in syria s fledgling insurgency charts their evolution
and situates them within the global islamist project unprecedented
numbers of foreign fighters have joined such groups who will almost
certainly continue to host them thus external factors in their
emergence are scrutinized including the strategic and tactical lessons
learned from other jihadist conflict zones and the complex interplay
between al qaeda and the islamic state and how it has influenced the
jihadist sphere in syria tensions between and conflict within such
groups also feature in this indispensable volume

Advocacy in Conflict

2015-04-14

in the age of globalization digitization and media convergence
traditional hierarchies between media are breaking down this book
offers new approaches to understanding the politics and their
underlying ideologies that are reshaping our global media landscape
including questions of audience participation and transmedia
storytelling



Routledge Handbook of Gender and
Environment

2015-12-23

this book tackles the regulatory issues of unmanned aerial systems uas
or remotely piloted aerial systems rpas which have profound
consequences for privacy security and other fundamental liberties
collectively known as drones they were initially deployed for
military purposes reconnaissance surveillance and extrajudicial
executions today we are witnessing a growth of their use into the
civilian and humanitarian domain they are increasingly used for goals
as diverse as news gathering aerial inspection of oil refinery flare
stacks mapping of the amazonian rain forest crop spraying and search
and rescue operations the civil use of drones is becoming a reality in
the european union and in the us the drone revolution may be a new
technological revolution proliferation of the next generation of
recreational drones show how drones will be sold as any other
consumer item the cultural perception of the technology is shifting as
drones are increasingly being used for humanitarian activities on one
hand but they can also firmly be situated in the prevailing modes of
postmodern governance on the other hand this work will be of
interest to researchers in criminology and criminal justice interested
in issues related to surveillance security privacy and technology it
will also provide a criminological background for related legal issues
such as privacy law aviation law international criminal law and
comparative law



Economic Sanctions under International Law

2022-06-10

museums flourished in post apartheid south africa in older museums
there were renovations on the go and at least fifty new museums
opened most sought to depict violence and suffering under apartheid
and the growth of resistance these unlikely journeys are tracked as
museums became a primary setting for contesting histories from the
renowned robben island museum to the almost unknown lwandle
migrant labour museum the author demonstrates how an institution
concerned with the conservation of the past is simultaneously a site
for changing history

European Union Law of State Aid

2016

the 11thinternational conference on cyber warfare and security iccws
2016 is being held at boston university boston usa on the 17 18th
march 2016 the conference chair is dr tanya zlateva and the
programme chair is professor virginia greiman both from boston
university iccws is a recognised cyber security event on the
international research conferences calendar and provides a valuable
platform for individuals to present their research findings display
their work in progress and discuss conceptual and empirical advances
in the area of cyber warfare and cyber security it provides an
important opportunity for researchers and managers to come together
with peers to share their experiences of using the varied and



expanding range of cyberwar and cyber security research available to
them the keynote speakers for the conference are daryl haegley from
the department of defense dod who will address the topic control
systems networks what s in your building and neal ziring from the
national security agency who will be providing some insight to the
issue of is security achievable a practical perspective iccws received
125 abstract submissions this year after the double blind peer review
process there are 43 academic research papers 8 phd papers research
papers 7 masters and 1 work in progress papers published in these
conference proceedings these papers represent work from around the
world including australia canada china czech republic district of
columbia finland france israel japan lebanon netherlands pakistan
russian federation saudi arabia south africa turkey united arab emirates
uk usa

European Union Law of State Aid

2015-07-06

this edited collection presents an alternative set of reflections on india
s contemporary global role by exploring a range of influential non
western state perspectives through multiple case studies the
contributors gauge the success of india s efforts to be seen as an
alternative global power in the twenty first century

The Syrian Jihad

2016-05-13

e revisionist e or e alternative e historians have increasingly



questioned elements of the singapore story the master narrative of the
nation s political and socioeconomic development since its founding by
the british in 1819 much criticism focuses especially on one defining
episode of the story the internal security dragnet mounted on 2
february 1963 against communist united front elements on the island
known to posterity as operation coldstore the revisionists claim that
coldstore was mounted for political rather than security reasons and
actually destroyed a legitimate progressive left opposition personalized
by the charismatic figure of lim chin siong rather than a dangerous
communist network as the conventional wisdom holds relying on
both declassified and some previously unseen classified sources this
book challenges revisionist claims reiterating the historic importance
of coldstore in helping pave the way for singapore s remarkable
journey from third world status to first in a single generation

The Politics of Adaptation

2024-01-29

warzones are sometimes described as lawless but this is rarely the case
armed insurgents often replace the state as the provider of law and
justice in areas under their authority based on extensive fieldwork
rebel courts offers a compelling and unique insight into the judicial
governance of armed groups a phenomenon never studied
comprehensively until now using a series of detailed case studies of
non state armed groups in a diverse range of conflict situations
including the farc colombia islamic state syria and iraq taliban
afghanistan tamil tigers sri lanka pkk turkey pyd syria and krg iraq
rebel courts argues that it is possible for non state armed groups to



legally establish and operate a system of courts to administer justice
rules of public international law that regulate the conduct of war can
be interpreted as authorising the establishment of rebel courts by
armed groups when operating in a manner consistent with due
process rebel courts demand a certain degree of recognition by
international states institutions and even other non state armed groups
with legal analysis enriched by insights from other disciplines rebel
courts is a must read for all scholars and professionals interested in law
justice and the effectiveness of global legal standards in situations of
armed conflict

Drones and Unmanned Aerial Systems

2021-06-18

at a time when latin america is experiencing societal unrest from
human rights violations corruption and weak institutions government
and governance of security offers an insightful understanding for the
modern steering of crime policies using chile as a case study the book
delivers an untold account of the trade offs between political judicial
and policing institutions put in practice to confront organised crime
since the country s redemocratisation in an effort to encompass the
academic fields of political science public policy and criminology carlos
solar challenges the current orthodoxies for understanding security
and the promotion of the rule of law in developing states his research
aptly illuminates the practicalities of present day governance and
investigates how networks of institutions are formed and sustained
across time and subsequently how these actors deal with issues of
policy consensus and cooperation to unveil the uniqueness of this on



the ground action the analysis is based on an extensive revision of
public documents legislation media accounts and interviews conducted
by the author with the key policy makers and officials dealing with
crimes including drug trafficking money laundering and human
smuggling government and governance of security will be of interest
to scholars of latin american studies security and governance and
development

Museum Times

2018-06-27

thailand was a key ally of the united states after wwii serving as a
bulwark against communism in southeast asia and as a base for us
troops during the vietnam war in return the us provided it with
millions of dollars in military and economic aid and staunchly
supported the country s various despotic regimes and yet the twenty
first century has witnessed a striking reversal in thailand s foreign
relations china once a sworn enemy is becoming a valued ally to the
military government in this authoritative modern history benjamin
zawacki tells the story of thailand s changing role in the world order
featuring major interviews with high ranking sources in thailand and
the us including deposed prime minister thaksin shinawatra thailand
is a fascinating insight into the inner workings of the thai elite and
their dealings with the us and china

11th International Conference on Cyber



Warfare and Security

2021-08-26

since 2007 south africa has been one of the world s upcoming business
process outsourcing bpo offshore destinations this book is based on the
authors most recent research into high performance bpo globally and
new research streams specifically on south africa

Competing Visions of India in World Politics

2016-01-12

this edited volume explores development in the so called fragile failed
and pariah states it examines the literature on both fragile states and
their development and offers eleven case studies on countries ranking
in the very high alert and very high warning categories in the fund
for peace failed states index

"e;Original Sin"e;?

2016-04-30
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